LUX CAG1500 SERIES SMART TEMP ELECTRONIC THERMOSTAT

Complete, Easy To Read INSTALLATION AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

LUX® - Trademark Protection

FOR YOUR PROTECTION

WARNING: Use Energizer® or DURACELL® Alkaline Batteries Only.

Complete, Easy To Read INSTALLATION AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

INTRODUCTION

Thank you for purchasing the CAG1500 Programmable Thermostat. This thermostat is designed for use with Gas Millivolt heating systems. It cannot be used with 3 wire zone valves, transformer control or 120 Volt AC (RES/HEAT or AIR) systems. It will not work with a TRANSFORMER to control its heating. Contact your local installer for help. This thermostat is not compatible with any wiring from your existing thermostat, its wires must be taken out of the thermostat and outside the house. Complete, Easy To Read INSTALLATION AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

COMPATIBILITY

The CAG1500 can be used with most any stage 24 volt control, or in places where a transformer control is used. Please consult your heating and cooling system manual. It is recommended that you use this thermostat for heating and cooling control of gas millivolt heating systems. It cannot be used with 3 wire zone valves, transformer control or 120 Volt AC (RES/HEAT or AIR) systems. It will not work with a TRANSFORMER to control its heating. Contact your local installer for help.

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE INSTALLER

1. Do not use this thermostat with transformer control. It will not work with a TRANSFORMER to control its heating. Contact your local installer for help.
2. Do not install a transformer control in your heating and cooling system.

If you have any problems installing or using this thermostat, please contact your local installer.


effective in materials or equipment of the LUX CAG1500 Series Programable Thermostat, its accessories, features, or specifications. This warranty does not cover damage caused by: (1) failure to follow instructions supplied with the product; (2) unauthorized repair or maintenance of the product; (3) accident, abuse, or unauthorized modification of the product; (4) incorrect electrical voltage or current; (5) any alteration or modification of the product; or (6) acts or omissions beyond the LUX CAG1500 Series Programable Thermostat’s control. No one is authorized to change or add to the obligations of this warranty. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

WARNING: The product is intended to be used only as described in this manual.
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